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editorial
Secrets & Changes (Oh, my!)
I have read a great many articles,
some quite recently, promising to
reveal archery “secrets;” I expect you
have, too. Just for the record I want
to say that there are no secrets, certainly not when it comes to setting
up, tuning, and shooting a bow. The
closest we have to secrets are manufacturing processes and designs
they don’t want out and those, I
believe, have nothing to do with
your ability to shooti arrows.
I just finished reading a 500
year old book on archery, written by
Arabs, in which the author discussed the importance of shooting
with appropriate back tension.
There is very little new in archery,
let alone secrets!
I do wish people would just stop
using the word “secrets” as it is a
mere marketing ploy and a lame one
at that.
On to changes! Starting next
month we will be making a few
changes. We will be announcing
that we are becoming the official

magazine of Archery Education
Resources, a developer of archery
programs for recreational archers.
In addition to everything you’ve
always enjoyed about AFm, we will
be adding two articles specifically
for AER: one is an article targeting
beginning archery coaches and the
other targeting beginning archers.
If you enjoy these articles then you
will be in the enviable position of
getting more AFm for the same
price!
In this issue we welcome back an
old friend, Jason Butler, who is still
bowhunting but who has moved
around a bit. It is good to have him
back. And, instead of an article on
what you should do, Tom Dorigatti addresses a whole list of things
you compound archers should not
do! Also Kevin Foss responds to a
charge I gave him: to address the
mental landscape of archery youths.
The biggest chunk of this issue,
though, are three (count ‘em,
three!) equipment reviews: one is a

device called the Bow Coach, which
gives one real time feedback on
whether you moved your bow during a shot. Another is a commercial
jig you can use to put tapers on
wood arrows, including being able
to barrel them (The Taper Plane 10˝
Taper Tool). And the third involves
a couple of well made devices from
TurBow Products that can extend
the performance of Genesis bows. If
you have followed my kvetching
over the years about not having
enough choices of compound bows
to follow the Genesis, you can see
why these should be interesting.
The weather here in Chicago has
been windy and wet and I have only
been able to get one good outdoors
practice in. I can’t wait to get outside! I hope you have sun and fun
for the rest of this Spring!
Enjoy!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring
in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament
and says “I like playing guitar, listening to
music, cleaning pennies, sharpening crayons,
memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting
my hard drive, but only after oatmeal baths.
Shiny objects and cookies-to be honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old works for
me.” Asked why he loves archery, he responds:
“I don’t; it loves me.”

Kevin Foss is a registered Marriage and
Family Therapist Intern working in private
practice in Westlake Village, CA. His clinical
focus is on anxiety disorders and family
dynamics in adolescents and adults. Kevin has
been shooting Olympic recurve for seven years
and is a Level 2 coach. More information can
be found at www.KevinMFT.com.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since
he was  years old. He has been bowhunting and
in competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer
and photographer who recently moved to
South Caroline. As much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors, he’d rather be there.
Brock Ratcliff is an avid native Ohio hunter
and outdoorsman. He has nearly 30 years
archery experience shooting both traditional
and contemporary equipment and has won
many 3-D competitions in both styles. Brock’s
hunting techniques reflect his choice of archery
equipment in that he blends a style of both traditional and progressive philosophies. Brock
resides in Greenfield, Ohio.
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Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.
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Things That Archers
Change “On the Fly”
(and Shouldn’t)
by Tom Dorigatti
All of us are guilty of trying to change more than
one thing at a time, mostly because we are always in
a hurry to find that magic bullet or sweet spot. What
ends up happening, in most cases, is that you do too
many things at once, and never know for sure which
of them is good and which of them results in things
not working out. The items below are also not listed
in any particular order nor are they prioritized. Few,
if any of you would do these in any set order. I think
you will find however, that you are at least guilty of
some of the following:
1. Opening or Closing (or Changing) Your Stance without regard to how this affects your body alignment
and draw length and not realizing how closely your
stance is related to your
upper body shape and flexibility. As I always tell my
students that “the stance is
tuned to the draw length,
and the draw length is
tuned to the stance.” For
example, your body shape
and flexibility can often
times restrict you from
shooting a very open
stance, while other people
must shoot an open stance and cannot shoot a
closed stance as effectively.
2. Indiscriminately Changing Your Bow’s Draw
Weight/Poundage without forethought as to the
other effects this has on your equipment and your
ability to shoot that bow. Little consideration is
given as to how this will affect the bow to arrow
match. With some cam systems, cam synchronization can also be affected. With all systems, your
nocking point, brace height, and axle-to-axle
length can change as well. How significantly these

are affected depends upon how much you change
the poundage. In addition these are affected by
how “unevenly” you change the poundage on each
limb as determined by how exacting you are in
making sure that both limbs bolts are moved the
same amount. Many people go in quarter turn
increments and don’t pay attention to the exact
positioning of the limb bolt before they start
cranking on it. It isn’t long until you can have your
limbs way out of “balance” with one another and
have to start over “counting turns.” I always align
both limb bolts by using the long end of the Allen
wrench parallel with the longitudinal axis of the
limb. When I change poundage, it is always one
sixth turn at a time on each
limb, always maintaining that
Allen wrench’s longitudinal
alignment with the limb. ( Just
insert the wrench so its shank
is 60° off from the limb and
turn the wrench so that it
lines up with the limb.) I also
always use the same Allen
wrench and no other when
I’m adjusting my limb bolts.
(There are differences between
one Allen wrench and another.) Worn Allen
wrenches should be either cut off and the burrs
removed, or a new Allen wrench should be
obtained. Never use someone else’s Allen wrench to
make draw weight changes on your bow!
3. Twisting the Strings and/or Cables without forethought as to what this does to the tune of the
bow and other items. I’ve seen people just up and
start twisting their bowstring and/or cables without paying attention how many twists they are
putting into or taking out of the string and cables!

“What ends up happening, in
most cases, is that you do too
many things at once, and
never know for sure which of
them is good and which of
them results in things not
working out.”
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In addition, instead of taking twists evenly at both
ends (especially with a single cam bow), they just
twist one end and then wonder why their peep
alignment goes “south” on them and they have to
fiddle with that. Of course, at this point, they have
also changed the cam timing/synchronization, the
draw weight, the ATA, and the draw length, as
well as the nocking point location!
4. Moving the D-loop up or down the bowstring
without regard to what effect this will have on the
bow’s aiming characteristics and shootability.
Once you have that D-loop set so that it doesn’t
deform, you don’t want to be changing the pulling
point on the bowstring.
Nocking point adjustments should, after the
D-loop is set, be made
by moving the arrow rest
up or down ever so
slightly. It doesn’t take
much to make a huge
change down range! Of course, you should have
marked and written down where you started, just
in case you have to put it back where it was. If you
don’t document and mark the starting point, then
good luck in finding “it” again.
5. Moving the Arrow Rest Back toward your wrist
without regard to its effects on other things. The
current trend is moving the arrow rest back toward
the archer. This isn’t something earth shattering
and new. Those of us who have been around a
while did this back in the 1970’s; we did it again
in the 1980’s and again in the 1990’s. I’m not saying it doesn’t work, and that it can’t help; howev-

er, you had better have a rhyme to your reason as
to why you are doing it and then give it time to
prove itself out. Many shooters will move their
rest back, and then turn around and cut off their
arrows. If you do it this way, you have just changed
the spine of your arrows and now, you really need
to make sure of a new tune setting for your
bow/arrow combination. Your previous “tune” is
pretty much shot (pun intended).
6. Making Large Draw Length Adjustments without
regard to your alignment, stance, head alignment,
anchoring position and stance requirements. I see
people make ½˝ or more draw length adjustments
all at once, shoot a couple
of shots, and say, “Well that
isn’t working.” How do you
know for sure? After all,
you’ve only shot a few shots
this way. Your muscles are
used to the longer (or
shorter) draw length and
alignment. If you don’t give this more than a few
arrows, if you don’t give this more than one round
or one practice session, you cannot be sure of anything, other than, “the old way felt better.” What
you need to do is, if you make a huge (½˝ is a really large change) adjustment, is to give this adjustment at least 2-3 weeks of time for you and your
muscles to adapt to it. Sure, go ahead and score
your rounds, take pictures of your target, and write
down (seriously, write things down) what your
sight picture looks like during each practice session. Keep your scoring target faces and date them
or take pictures of each scoring end (even better).
This will give you documented proof of whether
this is “working” or not. It will also give you a clue
as to whether or not you went the wrong way, or
simply too far. You can then try something in
between that ½˝ you made and where you started,
but only if you know and have documented and
marked where you started from.
7. Severely Bending Your Bow Elbow because you see
some other shooters doing this; after all, more is
better. Isn’t it? It is next to impossible to maintain
good, solid shooting form at distance with a
severely bent bow arm! The ideal situation, as
expressed by the majority of the top echelon
shooters, is that the elbow, while not locked is
indeed slightly bent. At this point, the anchor,
stance, and draw length are set for this and it
keeps your shoulder positioning down and in the
“bone and bone” alignment. Severely bending the
bow arm places pressure on the hand and forearm
and also the tops of the shoulder. It causes you to

“It is next to impossible to
maintain good, solid shooting
form at distance with
a severely bent bow arm!”
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involve muscular involvement for control and static maintenance of “pressure” instead of letting the
skeleton support the load. The skeleton is
designed to support the load, while the muscles are
designed to move the load.
8. Attempting to Raise or Lower your Draw Elbow
simply because you see some other shooter doing
well with either a higher or lower drawing elbow
than “normal” or you hear someone talking about
raising the elbow to achieve “scapular alignment”.
If you have a shorter upper arm, then you are
going to shoot with a higher elbow than most
people. If you shoot a higher anchor point, you
will normally shoot with a higher elbow. In addition, if you are trying to raise your elbow for
“scapular alignment,” the tendency is to pull
upwards by using your forearm and shoulder muscles, which forces the bow hand downwards, and
your sight will start dropping out the bottom of
the bullseye.
If your draw length is way
too long, then your elbow will
have to drop below the line of
the arrow and past the straight
line position behind the arrow.
Your bow shoulder will come up
toward your chin as well, along
with several other “body adaptations” you have to make to support too long of a draw length
(such as bending the drawing
wrist). You will see more of the
“drawing hand wrist bending”
with those shooters using wriststrap releases than those shooting with hand held releases,
however. I mention this from
the perspective of “too long”
because well over 90% of the
compound archers in the game
today are shooting too long on
draw length. This is due to improper training, and
the current “speed craze” that is dominating
shooters’ minds of late.
9. Adding or Removing Large Amounts of Mass/Weight
or Side Weight/V-bars all at once because you see
some top shooters that shoot a lot of mass weight
or wide angled, heavy V-bars or counter weighting.
Again, you have to start small and increase such
weights in small increments (I suggest one ounce
increments.) and check them out, one at a time.
Sure, you can “check out” weight combinations for
on the spot “holding appearances,” but, as the adage
goes, “Everything works great . . . the first time.”
When it comes to mass weight, if you add too
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much too fast, you are going to end up with some
very sore shoulders and you are going to end up
with some inconsistencies the first several times
you try this new combo. What you need to do is
take your time, shoot several rounds for score
using a given weight combination, take target pictures, (document, document, document). Have
“proof ” before you make any conclusions on
whether or not a weight combination is working
or not. The proof is in the tightness of the hold
and the consistency of your groups or X-counts.
10.Increasing the “ Tip Weight” on Your Main
Stabilizer in large increments because you see
some other shooters who have theirs this way. See
item 9 above.
11.Indiscriminately Changing the Tension (speed) on
Your Release Going to a super light “hair trigger”
because a top shooter does it that way, or the
reverse, going to a super heavy trigger tension
without regard to how your alignment, anchor,

and draw length are set up in the first place. This
also applies to changing the positioning of the
“moon” or cam on triggerless releases. Most shooters, when they are having problems getting the
release to fire, will speed up the release. By doing
this, you are creating a monster because subconsciously, you will now be thinking that the release
is going to be touchy, so you will, as you settle in,
start to let up (or stop pulling) on the release and
subsequently will have more problems getting it to
fire, or you will fire it by cheating it. The more
correct thing to do, in most cases, is to slow down
the speed of the release aid. This will force you to
continue to pull more without stopping the
Archery Focus

process and to maintain back tension, because
subconsciously, you know you won’t get it to fire
unless you do so.
12.Going from a First Finger Wrist-held Release to a
Hand-held Release and Trying to Maintain the
Same Anchor Point that you had with the wrist
release. You can go from a wrist release to a handheld release without changing your draw length of
the bow. However, you most likely won’t use as
high of an anchor point with a hand-held release
aid. Therefore, you will be have to change your
peep height up because you most likely will be
moving your anchor downward below the line of
your jaw bone when you go to the hand-held
release aid. This anchor is much more solid and
much more repeatable, once you get used to it. So,
make the commitment, put the wrist release in the
drawer at home and then shoot many scoring
rounds and document things before you say “It
isn’t working.”
13.“Skying” the Bow or
coming in to the target
from a very high bow
position; turning your
head away from the target and swinging your
shoulders and hips;
drawing the bow with a
low elbow down nearly
to your waist, etc. These
are dangerous situations
and in some places you
will be warned once, and
if you repeat these, you
will be asked to either
turn down the bow’s
poundage or to get off
the shooting line. The
bow is a weapon, and as
such, you must keep
control of the “muzzle”
(arrow direction) at all times! If you are guilty of
any of these, then you need to be turning the
poundage of the bow down until you are able to
draw the bow with the arrow level and pointed at
a target.
14.Switching to an Extremely Light Launcher Blade
with Heavy Arrows because some of the top professionals are doing this successfully. This creates
severe problems for shooters who don’t have the
form or know-how that professional level archers
have. You will have a lot of chattering and bouncing of the arrow along the launcher blade as you
draw the bow back. Often you will experience the
arrow falling off the rest as you start to draw back

the bow, or at sometime during the draw cycle.
Sometimes you will even have the arrow falling off
the rest as you hit your anchor point. None of these
are a good thing and are a sure-fire way of losing
your confidence and concentration during a scoring round or tournament. In addition, this is yet
another unsafe act.
15.Trying to Shoot a Larger Diameter Shaft on a Very
Narrow Launcher Blade because many of the best
shooters are doing this. Often, you will experience
the arrow falling off the rest as you start to draw
back the bow, or at other times during the draw
cycle. Sometimes you will even have the arrow
falling off the rest as you hit your anchor point. In
addition, launching a large arrow off an extremely
narrow blade can cause what I refer to as “skidders.” A “skidder” is a less than perfectly executed
shot whereby there isn’t enough “guidance” given
to the arrow by the arrow rest. Subsequently, the
arrow will skid off the launcher or the rest to one
side or the other, resulting
in a wild “flyer.” This can
range from the shot being
slightly out to a complete
miss depending upon the
distance being shot and, of
course, the severity of the
shooting flaw.
16.
Trying to shoot a bow
set up for high arrow speed
and/or
high
poundage
because some of the best
shooters are successful with
it. You really need to know
your limitations with regard
to the amount of poundage
you can safely and consistently handle. You also need
to know your capabilities
with regard to “handling”
speed out of a bow. All too
often, when you try to get more speed out of your
bow you do it by going to a lighter arrow that most
likely isn’t correctly spine matched to your set up.
Then you will go to the lightest point weight possible in an effort to “stiffen up” the spine of the
arrow, completely disregarding the FOC (front of
center) and the effects upon how the bow will
handle this type of arrow. These changes are often
done “on the fly” without regard to the safety or
the tune of the bow to the arrow.
17.Changing from a Low Magnification Scope to a
High Magnification Scope because you think you
will be able to see better and hit more X’s that way.

“Most shooters, when they are
having problems getting the
release to fire, will speed up the
release. By doing this, you are
creating a monster because subconsciously, you will now be
thinking that the release is going
to be touchy, so you will, as you
settle in, start to let up (or stop
pulling) on the release and subsequently will have more problems getting it to fire, or you will
fire it by cheating it.”
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What you fail to realize is, that while you “see
more of the target,” you will also see more movement of your dot, circle, or fiber optic pin. You will
also have a blurrier view of the target as well.
Changing magnification can sometimes help you,
but it isn’t an overnight thing. In addition, you
may well have to make other changes, among
these being peep hole diameter, sight extension,
and sometimes, you might even have to get new
sight settings. If you haven’t indexed your lenses so
that you get them back into the same place when
you change them, then you could, and often do,
have changes in your impact point, even when you
put the original lens back into the housing!
18.Indiscriminately Changing to a Super Long Sight
Extension to emulate some of the pros who do this.
Things of note here include: you will also see more
“perceived” sight motion and movement.
Additionally, you will have to get new sight settings. With a longer sight extension, your scope or
pins move down on the sight (vertical) bar causing,
in some instances, a lack of clearance for the longer
targets. In addition, with
some brands of sights,
you may have to re-set
your 2nd and 3rd axes
more often due to the
increased vibration and
movement of the extension bar. You might even
have to change the aperture in your peep sight to
a smaller aperture to
help you center the
housing in the peep sight; for some, the reverse
may be true.
19.Doing any or all of the above, all at once, and then
trying some or all of them for only a few shots, a few
ends, or a few rounds, and not giving your muscles
and psyche enough time to adapt to the radical
changes you have made. Then you abandon some or
all of them because there isn’t any instant gratification and instant improvement in your scores and
X-counts.
20.Doing any or all of the above without any plan, well
thought out reason, or documentation of where you
started, where you are, and what you expect to
achieve. In addition, you abandon these changes
without having any real proof of knowing what
effects they really have on your success or failure.
Most archers will not try a “change” for more than
a round or two, and often times even less than that.
You don’t take the time to shoot several full scoring rounds and take pictures of your target(s) and
document how you, the bow, the groups, and the

consistency have really reacted to the change. I’m
not saying that there aren’t changes that will
immediately show up as being obviously in the
wrong direction. However, more often than not,
rarely give any change any sort of a chance to prove
itself, especially with regard to “form changes,”
release speed changes, mass weight changes, and
draw length changes. If there isn’t instant gratification, then “it isn’t working” so you try to go back
to where it was, but you haven’t written down or
marked “where it was” so now you are lost!
Conclusion

If any of the above 20 items sound like you, then perhaps you could use some guidance and a means of
determining where you are and where you want to go.
If you are making more than one change at a time,
you are asking for problems in trying to figure out
which of the several changes is working, and which is
not.
If you want to watch a pro, have an organized
approach of what to look for and document while you
are scouting out a top
shooter you think you
might want to emulate or
copy. (See my previous article in Archery Focus Vol.
14, No. 2 on this very
topic.) Those top shooters
didn’t get to where they are
by not experimenting. They
didn’t get there by having a
shoot from the hip
approach. They didn’t get
there by changing everything all at once. They most
likely got there more by changing what needed to be
changed, but in a systematic and well organized fashion, one thing at a time. Then, they verified that each
change was for the better or worse by sticking with it
and shooting many, many arrows or scores, and comparing those to where they were before. If they have
proof that a change didn’t pan out, they make the
decision to return to the previous set, and move to the
next one.
In this game, if you are making change after
change and you haven’t got any documentation of
where you started, you are guaranteeing yourself, in
all likelihood, probable failure and you will end up
lost. You will be without a “map” of how to get back
to the beginning. Remember, “Rome wasn’t built in a
day,”, and more importantly you can only “Eat an
Elephant One Bite at a Time.”

“In this game, if you are making
change after change and you
haven’t got any documentation
of where you started, you are
guaranteeing yourself, in all likelihood, probable failure and you
will end up lost. ”
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Finally!
Professional Archery Technique
is back in print!
Professional Archery Technique, by Kirk Ethridge, a landmark book for compound archers,
as been out of print for quite a while. Now, Watching Arrows Fly is bringing Professional
Archery Technique back. No more searching through used book stores or paying over $75
for a rare new copy.
Professional Archery Technique was
written by Kirk Ethridge, who has won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas
Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA
World Indoor Champion.
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won
advice freely in this book. Topics include
bow and arrow setup, perfecting your
form, the shooting process, tuning the
bow, troubleshooting, the mental game,
and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew
the whistle on rangefinding techniques,
used to determine the distances to
unmarked range targets and which are
still illegal in most organizations, that were
and are in widespread use in field archery.
Now, you don’t have to wonder why you
don’t place in unmarked shoots; you can
learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers
who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips to
recurve archers and bowhunters.
Professional Archery Technique will
be available at online booksellers and better archery retailers in July. If you are interested in
carrying Professional Archery Technique in your shop or store, contact Claudia at claudia@watchingarrowsfly.com.

Watching Arrows Fly, LLC
3712 N. Broadway#285, Chicago, IL 60613
800.671.1140 www.watchingarrowsfly.com

by Editors
As the saying goes “One darned thing follows
another!” (Your version may vary slightly from ours.)
But this doesn’t necessarily apply to just bad “things.”
A new product from TurBow Products (www.turbow
products.com) caught my eye; it was a sweet little draw
stop for the Genesis bow. If you read our review of the
Genesis bow when it first came out back in 2001 (AFm
Vol. 5, No. 6) one of the things we wished had been
incorporated was an adjustable draw stop. After all,
what makes compound bows popular is letoff which
provides less tension at full draw and thus more time
to aim, and it also supplies some feedback as to when
one is at full draw (the valley). But a bow with zero
letoff doesn’t provide this draw length feedback, hence
the recommendation. Slightly after that review, the
Mathews folks came out with the Genesis Pro which
had (Ta da!) a built in draw stop along with a bit more
draw weight. I do not know what the sales figures are
for the “regular” Genesis vs. the “Pro” but I would guess
that the regular version
outsells the Pro by quite a
bit.
The TurBow Draw Stop

This means that there are
a very large number of
Genesis bows that would
benefit from a draw stop.
Along comes TurBow
Products with a neat little
draw stop that is simple,
as well as being easy to
install and set. Basically it
is a small blued steel
cylinder with a kerf cut in
it to accept the thickness
of the eccentric. When
clamped in place with its
setscrew, it provides a
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very positive stop (see photo below). It comes with a
paper press-on scale that fits right onto the eccentric.
To test it, I positioned it according to the instructions,
then clamped the stop at the 25 inches of draw mark.
I then measured the draw length and it came out to
243⁄4˝ (AMO)—neat! Of course, one’s draw length
should be what it needs to be, no matter what any scale
reading states, but it is nice to be able to set it close to
where it needs to be before doing one’s fine tuning.
As I understand it, NASP doesn’t allow draw stops
in competition at this point, but for general shooting
or training this should prove handy.
But That’s Not All (The TurBow Speed)

TurBow has another product! If you follow This Magazine at all you may be aware we decry the situation
that there are very few bows to step up to from the
Genesis bow. The world of recurve bows has many step
up bows, but in the compound world, there are a few
for youths and almost
none for adults. So, being
able to upgrade a Genesis
bow even more than with
just a draw stop is desirable. Most desirable
would be a draw weight
increase and that is
indeed what the TurBow
Speed device provides.
The TurBow Speed device
is a replacement cable
slide that is fixed in one
place. As you can see from
the photos (see top of next
page), when you draw a
compound bow, the cable
slide moves on the cable
The TurBow Draw Stop
guard because as the cable
plays off of the eccenArchery Focus

tric(s) the eccentric(s) protrudes more or less from the
axle as it rotates. By preventing the cable slide from
moving, you create a longer path for the cables to move
through, which results in more limb bending, which
creates more draw weight. This is not a new concept,
we believe this concept was being tried shortly after
cable guards were invented. And, some new bows
incorporate a fixed cable guide into their design.
Just locking the cable slide in place with a clamp or
screw would work, but the cables would then slide
more through the holes in the plastic slide and fairly
quickly one or the other would give way. The TurBow
Speed is a finely machined precision product with a
polished finished. It has rollers built in to allow the
cables to glide almost frictionlessly through the guide.
A couple of stout set screws hold the device in place
and a “safety leg” keeps the cables from jumping their
tracks. In just a matter of a minute or two, we had this
thing installed and ready to test. We realized that this
device was designed for adult compounds, so we
weren’t sure we were going to get much of an effect
from it bolted onto a Genesis bow. Here’s what we got
in the way of draw weights:

The TurBow Speed

Archery Focus

Unmodified Genesis Bow (Well Used)
Limb Bolts 0 Turns Out
20.4#
Limb Bolts 4 Turns Out
15.2#
Modified Genesis Bow (w/ TurBow Speed)
Limb Bolts 0 Turns Out
23.9#
Limb Bolts 4 Turns Out
18.4#
These figures represent the upper and lower limits
of the bow’s draw weight range. You can back the
limbs out even more but the string gets quite mushy
and we don’t consider it safe. With the TurBow Speed
in place you get Genesis Pro performance, specifically a
17-21% increase in draw weight. Again, neat! Also, the
directions provide a kind of tuning process where you
can get more or less of an effect. We tried four different placements and got four slightly different results.
We listed the highest draw weight value we got. There
may be even more to be had if you spend some time
fiddling with it.
This is a high quality product with concise and
clear instructions. You should also consider it as an
option for other bows you have which have 3⁄8˝ cable
guards and from which you would like to get more performance. Or if you have a bow that is a might too
stout for you, you can install a TurBow Speed device
and back off the draw weight until you are getting the
same performance but with less input from you!
Highly recommended.
Conclusion

If you were considering buying a Genesis Pro because of
the higher draw weight and draw stop features and you
have a “regular” Genesis bow in your arsenal, you might
want to consider these two products from TurBow
Products (www.turbowproducts.com) as they can give
you the performance of the Genesis Pro version for a
fraction of the cost of a new bow. Also consider the
TurBow Speed device for any bow where a performance
boost would increase its utility. Check out TurBow
Products web site for more information and product
availability.
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Making
Distance
A Novel Way to Help Young Archers with that
Longer Distance They Are Struggling With
by Steve Ruis
There comes a time in every young archer’s
competitive career where he or she has to “make distance.” Usually this happens when they graduate to
an older competitive category and now 50m or 70m,
or the 80 yard field target comes into play. If the
archer is small (short draw length) and not very
strong (low draw weight), this can be a considerable
problem. The usual approach is to encourage the
archer to exercise to increase their ability to draw,
move their sight in closer to the bow, maybe put a
ledge on their tabs, or explore the wonderful world
of light weight carbon arrows. Maybe all of these
and it isn’t enough.
In this article, I offer you coaches another “solution” to this problem.
The Dangers of Thinking

I spend (misspend?) a lot of time thinking about
archery. When I was taught stringwalking by my
friend Charley Washburn, I had lots of questions
about making it work. Then my mind jumped to
“what ifs.” If one can walk down
the string to reach distances
closer than point blank range,
could not one walk up the string
for ranges further out? It was a
random thought and I dismissed
it until I had a chance to ask
some of archer’s greybeards if
anyone had ever tried that. Of
course, everything has been tried
before and this not very successfully, so I relegated “inverted
stringwalking” to the dustbin in my mind.
As I got more and more involved in coaching
and encountered more youths struggling at making
distance, I returned to the idea; here are some of my
thoughts:
A. Stringwalkers shoot with “three fingers

under” the arrow and then “crawl” farther down the
string for distances inside that of having the top finger touching the bottom of the arrow. So what about
“three fingers over?” This seemed like an option, but
it seemed that it would wreak havoc with limb tiller
and any number of other factors, but I decided to
explore this.
B. We normally start beginning archers out
“three fingers under, high anchor.” The “three fingers under” draw hand position prevents the arrow
being pinched and swung off of the rest during the
draw and the high anchor seems easier to teach
beginners. The three fingers under position also has
the benefit of allowing us to teach aiming off of the
point. Trying to set up archers with sights on program bows just doesn’t work, so we save sights until
such a time as an archer purchases his own equipment. (We will then lend him a sight to try to see if
he likes shooting with one.)
We start teaching aiming when students show
they can group (at close range) by teaching “gap
shooting,” which is aiming off of
the point at some spot on the
target likely to cause the arrow
to go into the center. If they
grasp the concept, we also introduce them to stringwalking.
Both of these techniques allow
students quite an arsenal of tools
to learn aiming with and, of
course, require no sight.
If they opt for a sight, the
biggest help in making distance
is to teach a low anchor. This moves the back of the
arrow down the equivalent of the distance from the
corner of the mount to below the chin. We also
teach the “split finger hook” arrow position (the
Mediterranean release) in the string hand (the normal arrow position for most); this lowers the back of

“So, I asked, does the
arrow have to be in the
“split” between the first
two fingers? Could it not
be between the middle
and “ring” fingers? I
decided to explore this.”
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The classic split finger hook.

The three fingers “under” hook.

the arrow the width of the top finger. Both of these
changes make consider differences in distance
reached with accuracy.
So, I asked, does the arrow have to be in the
“split” between the first two fingers? Could it not be
between the middle and “ring” fingers? I decided to
explore this, too. The obvious problem about fitting
a tab had the obvious solution of using a left-handed tab upside down (see photos).

I had no idea where the arrows might go. I then put
a marker on the ground about two feet (60-65 cm)
from the targets to use as an artificial point of aim
and with which I then sighten in.
My thinking was that by measuring my point
blank range (point on target distance) with both my
high anchor and my low anchor, I could map these
onto these ten-yard targets and get some idea of
how much distance I could get from these techniques.
The test bow was a 68-inch, 28# @ 28˝ KAP
Evolution II bow with ACC arrows (620 spine with
125 grain points). The style was Barebow as the
effects of stabilizers, etc. involved too many variables, in my opinion. I shot groups of three arrows
at a 122 cm target with a secondary butt to catch
flyers (see illustration next page). In each case the
three arrows made reasonable groups (<4 in /10 cm

The Experiments, Part 1

Rather than getting my knickers in a twist about all
of the technical difficulties (tiller, nocking point,
finger pressures, etc.), I decided to do a short experiment, in the hopes it would give me some direction
for additional experiments. I set up two targets, one
high and the other low, to give me a great deal of
vertical backstop. I set these up close (at 10 yds) as

Continued on Next Page

The somewhat extreme three fingers “over” hook.
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The strange looking inverted split finger hook.
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The target was set up as above at 10 yards distance. Groups of three arrows were shot with various
anchors (H is for “high” and L is for “low”) and with various “hooks” (3FU = three fingers under the
arrow, S = split finger, 3FO = three fingers over the arrow, and IS = inverted split, that is using a lefthanded tab on the right hand with the arrow below the middle finger). To read the diagram at the left,
note than with a standard, split finger grip and my high anchor, the group was dead center (because this
is how I sighted in). When I switched from my high anchor (S(H)) to my low anchor (S(L) the arrow
hit at the top of the three ring. This translates to a 33% increase in point on target distance which should
translate into 33% increase in distance using the same sight setting. (Aiming off of the point keeps the
arrow rest in about the same position while the rear of the arrow is moved up and down, just as it would
be with a sight. You can see how the other configurations compare to this in the diagram.

diameter), so none were “rejects.” I used the technique of splitting each ring into tenths for location
(9.9 is just out of the ten ring, etc.) and ignored
small left-right drifts of the groups. I started with
the high anchor, then switched to the low anchor.
Here’s what I got for the group centers.
High Anchor
split finger 10.9 (middle of ten ring)
3 fingers under 4.5 (low)
Low Anchor
split finger 3.0 (high)
3 fingers under 9.0 (high)
The fact that the difference in impact points
between the “split finger” and “three fingers under”
positions was 6-6.5 rings (37-40 cm) for both the
high and low anchors was encouraging. This indicated some degree of consistency on my part. The
difference in impact points between the high and
low anchors was 8 rings (49 cm) for the “split finger”
and 7.5 rings (46 cm) for the “three fingers under”
16

positions, again, some consistency is there.
The next tests were to try the inverted split finger arrangement (with a left-handed tab) and “three
fingers over” with my right-handed tab.
High Anchor
inverted split finger 9.0 (high)
3 fingers over 3.7 (high)
The shots with “three fingers over” were really
quite noisy (as might be expected) and the string
“kissed” my arm twice, but the arrows grouped as
well as any of the other finger `positions. The
inverted split finger position was somewhat disappointing as the center of the group moved up “only”
from the center of the 10-ring to the top edge of the
9-ring (12 cm). The “three fingers over” on the other
hand made a whopping eight rings (49 cm) difference in impact point compared to the “normal” split
finger.
All of this talk of rings and whatnot may be confusing so just look at the illustration accompanying
this article (see above). All of the arrow impact point
Archery Focus

“If one can walk down
the string to reach distances closer than point
blank range, could not
one walk up the string for
ranges further out?”

centers are indicated on a scale
based on the the FITA ring system. By mapping these against
my measured point blank ranges
we can see how much distance
each picks up.
Inverted Split Finger Compared to an arow shot dead center at 50 yards/meters with a
“normal” split finger grip of the
string, an arrow shot this way would be dead center
at 55 yards/meters, a small but possibly significant
increase.
Three Fingers Over Compared to an arrow shot
dead center at 50 yards/meters with a normal split
finger grip of the string, and arrow shot this way
would be dead center at 64 yards/meters, a very significant increase in distance. This 28% increase in
distance compares with a 40% increase in distance
when the transition is from 50m to 70m or the 67%
increase in distance when the transition is from 30m
to 50m.
There is definitely something here, but the big
question is: can these be done without being detrimental to an archer’s normal form? Certainly in the
case of the inverted split finger grip, if the archer is
just a few yards short after all of the other things
that could be done were done, this is a viable option.
My shots witht his hook didn’t feel “funny” or fly
oddly.

The Experiments,
The Next Round

In the next round of experiments, I am going to examine
whether (or not) the “three fingers over” and “inverted split
finger” techniques can be tuned
in. My first thought was to retiller the bow but I don’t think
that is the answer. It is likely
that the person needing these techniques will probably only need them for the longest distance and
their “normal” setup is probably just fine for those
distances. I then recalled an opinion, voiced by Vittorio Frangilli of Italy, that tiller isn’t critical and
that small changes in nocking point location can
adjust for any tillering differences. So, the solution
to be tested is nocking point tuning resulting in a
bowstring all set up for the other technique and used
only for the longest distance. No other changes will
be made unless I can’t get a tune with nocking point
only.
Until that next article, keep shooting and keep
thinking!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
Archery Focus
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Four Time-tested
Tuning Tips
for Bowhunters
by Jason Butler
Jerry wells stood on the floor of the treestand
and snaked his gloved hand through the wrist strap on
his bow. His pulse was thudding in his ears as he
clipped his release to the string, drew the bow, and slid
quietly to full draw. Once back, he flattened himself
against the cam wall and listened. Buck grunts rose
from the floor below, and he heard the cracking of
leaves against the forest. Good timing, Jerry thought.
In fact, perfect. He settled his sight pin on the buck
below and let give. His well tuned bow wasted no time
placing a great shot on a well deserved animal.
Jerry did a great job tuning his equipment prior to
that cold, damp day. However, I am always surprised
when I look at my friends’ bows while fielding questions from them about why they are shooting poorly. It
never ceases to amaze me that basic bow setup issues
trip them up. If they are any indication of the
bowhunting population as a whole, it is time to get
back to basics on a few things. Most bowhunters know
where to position their nocking point and possibly
even their rest; but beyond that, things start to get
hazy.
Peep Sights

Every year, I preach the importance of breaking your
bow in before serious hunting and getting your peep
sight set so it rotates correctly when you draw. I am not
a big fan of rubber tubing (see right) because it is just
one more thing that can fail when you can least afford
it. I preach this basic, but that really doesn’t help unless
you know how to apply it. So here goes: When you
install your peep, make sure it splits the dead center of
the string. Most of today’s strings are made of two colors of fiber and by separating the colors, you apply the
least amount of torque to the peep. Installed this way,
the peep is not likely to turn much during the draw. So,
all you have to do is get it to start correctly, and it will
come back square every time.
After you have shot the bow about 100 times with
the peep in the string, it is safe to start thinking about
the final tweaks. Today’s synthetic harnesses and
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strings are very good compared to what we had a
decade ago; they don’t require as much of a break-in
period, because they don’t stretch nearly as much.
After 100 shots, take note of what the peep is doing,
where it is facing at the start of the draw and where it
is facing at full draw. It should be easy to tell where the
peep needs to face before the draw so that it comes
back square.
Everyone who messes with bows much starts to
come up with their own ways of doing things. What I
do to get my peep where I need it is place the bow in
a bow press and add one string twist for very threequarters turn I want the peep to rotate. In other words,
if the peep is a quarter turn past where I want it (in the
direction of the twists on the string) one twist will get
it pretty close to perfect. If it is a quarter turn short on
the other side, I will need to add about three twists. If
the peep is facing exactly in the wrong direction, it will
take two twists, etc. This is a rough starting point, but
it works pretty well. Normally, it will take one more
shooting session to determine the final tweaks for the
peep. But once set in this manner, I have never had a
peep sight fail to rotate correctly when I am drawing
on game.

Archery Focus

Arrow Rest Tips

I love the Whisker Biscuit
arrow rest. These rests
work for beginning archers
and even work well for
accomplished archers. I
like them because there is
no way for the arrow to fall
off the rest while you are
waiting or stalking. But
even the best rests do not
shoot themselves; you still
need to set up your arrows
correctly, or the fletching
will soon pop off or be bent
worse than a boxer’s snout.
First, you should use only
an offset orientation for
your fletching so you can
slide more easily through
the rest’s bristles with minimal damage to your vanes.
Second, the vanes you
choose should be very durable. I’ve shot fairly soft
vanes for most of my hunting, but today’s vanes make
that style nearly obsolete. We have learned that stiff
fletching works best to stabilize arrow flight quickly,
and it also holds up much better to the Whisker Biscuit. Die-hard Biscuit users prefer vanes from FlexFletch or they use Bohning Blazers. Even with a good,
aggressive offset, these short, stiff vanes will hold their
shape much longer than long, supple vanes.
Timing A Drop-Away Rest

Drop-away rests are awesome. I love them with a wellbuilt bow that delivers good nock travel. Even with a
good bow, your arrows still need
some guidance at first to smooth
out small hiccups in the way the
string moves forward and small
differences in the arrows themselves. To gain the needed guidance, set your drop-away rest so
the launcher stays in the fully
upright position for as long as
possible during the forward travel
of the arrow. Ideally, it will drop
just before the fletching arrives for
total clearance.
To assure this, the rest should reach full height
when the string is still about four to five inches short
of full draw. Timing is adjustable on every drop-away
rest I’ve tested, either through linkage length or cord
length. It takes a while for the rest to react and clear
the arrow’s path. That is why you want it to rise at what

might seem like a late
point in the draw cycle.
From this position, you
can tweak the timing to
assure you have fletching
clearance. Some spray
powder can verify the rest
isn’t hitting your vanes.
Spin Tune Your Arrows

Spin tuning is my final test
before I snap an arrow into
my quiver. No broadhead
will shoot perfectly (not
even a mechanical head)
unless it is in line with the
arrow shaft. I’ve used all
sorts of arrow tuning
devices, but the easiest and
quickest method for testing alignment is to simply
spin the arrow in your
hand. I should also recommend that you be extremely careful when doing so.
Place the arrow point down, on your thumb pad and
give the arrow a spin. Some guys cradle the arrow on
their fingernails and blow on the fletching to make it
spin. You’ll immediately feel even the slightest vibration in your hand if the broadhead is not precisely
aligned with the shaft. When you feel nothing—
almost as if the arrow isn’t even turning—that’s when
you know it is perfect. That is my goal on every hunting arrow.
Sometimes you can straighten a broadhead by
unscrewing it and screwing it back in a few times or
trying a different broadhead on that shaft. I also use
the G5 Arrow Squaring Device on
every arrow in order to square up
the end. Misalignment can also
result from slight variations in the
steel collar used to separate the
head from the shaft. Try swapping these around too. If they
don’t spin perfectly, don’t use
them.
Place the arrow, point down,
on your thumb pad and give the
arrow a spin. Some guys cradle
the arrow on their fingernails and
blow on the fletching to make it spin. You’ll immediately feel even the slightest vibration in your hand if
the broadhead is not precisely aligned with the shaft.
When you feel nothing, that’s when you know it is perfect. That is my goal on every hunting arrow. It should
be your goal too!

“Every year, I preach the
importance of breaking
your bow in before serious hunting and getting
your peep sight set so it
rotates correctly when
you draw.”
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Proprioception
and Archery
by Steve Ruis
Have you ever gone to a dentist and received an
anesthetic like Novocain? And you couldn’t talk without slurring for the next two hours? Or have you sat on
your foot until it “went to sleep” and found that you
couldn’t walk when you stood up? What you felt was a
loss of proprioception or your sense of the relative
positions of neighboring parts of your body. According
to Wikipedia the definition of proprioception is:
Proprioception (pronounced PRO-pree-o-SEP-shun,
from Latin proprius, meaning “one’s own” and perception) is the sense of the relative position of neighbouring parts of the body. Unlike the six exteroceptive
senses (sight, taste, smell, touch, hearing, and balance)
by which we perceive the outside world, and interoceptive senses, by which we perceive the pain and
movement of internal organs, proprioception is a third
distinct sensory modality that provides feedback solely
on the status of the body internally. It is the sense that
indicates whether the body is moving with required
effort, as well as where the various parts of the body are
located in relation to each other.
Our bodily systems in charge of moving lips and
legs and whatnot require a great deal of feedback. In
the absence of feedback, we lose a great deal of our
ability to function physically. In the case of the
numbed cheek and gums, we feel nothing at all and in
the case of a foot “going to sleep” we get a numbed tingling that has nothing to do with
the position of the foot.
What this has to do with
archery is this: in general we are
quite unaware of these “feelings”
and yet to function at a high level
in archery, we need to focus on
them. Every archery coach on this
planet experiences this repeatedly
when working with a student they are trying to get to
relax or tense a certain group of muscles, and the student responds with “I am.” when they clearly are not.
The problem is that none of us has the ability to concentrate on that much information. For example, most
illustrations of patterns of vision show the center of our
field of vision as being in clear focus, but outside of

that quite tight field of sharp focus the objects are perceived as “fuzzy,” indistinct, out of focus. This is clearly not true. Pick out an object very close to you (1-2
feet away) and then concentrate on something ever so
slightly to one side of that object. Become aware of the
first object in your peripheral vision. Is it indistinct?
Yes. Is it fuzzy? No. The color is essentially the same as
when you focus on it directly, the shape the same,
everything is the same but your brain is not processing
the information coming from it to the same degree as
it is what you are “focusing” on. The reason for this is
that your brain doesn’t have the capacity to process all
of the information being made available to it. Someone
calculated the total number of nerve impulses coming
into the brain per second from the number of nerves
outside the brain and the number of times they fire off
per second. The number is immense. The number we
can actually “pay attention to” is a tiny fraction of that
number. (If you are interested in this topic, there is a
fascinating and quite readable book on it called The
User Illusion by Tor Nørretranders.)
There are many consequences of this limitation,
one is that your nervous system is set up to detect
changes more than actual conditions. The classical
example of this is demonstrated by setting up three
bowls of water. One is filled with very hot water,
another with iced water, and the third has room temperature water. If you place one hand in the hot water
and the other in the iced water, until you can’t stand it,
then plunge both into the tepid
water, the one that was in the hot
water will tell you the tepid water
is cold and the one that was in the
iced water will tell you the tepid
water is hot! Your systems are set
up this way instead of sending
signals as to what the temperature
actually is—“It is 72°F and all’s
well!”—every second which would require continuous
information processing. Consequently, unless there is a
change in what the nerves are sensing (and they only
sense pressure, temperature, and pain) you will generally not notice it . . . which is a primary problem with
teaching archers to focus on the “feel of the shot.”
Having described the problem, I firmly believe in

“When an archer is visually focused on a target’s
center and a sight aperture, his world shrinks
substantially.”
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the dictum “what can be learned
can be taught,” so let’s look at how
it is that “feel” can be learned and
taught.
Finding the Feel

“Archery coaches often
beat the drum of ‘don’t
focus on aiming; aiming
comes naturally.’
Unfortunately, this admonition disobeys the
coaching dictum of ‘don’t
tell them what not to do,
tell them what to do.’
There is no way of ‘not
doing’ something.”

I cannot claim to be an expert in
this field, but there seem to be some
general principles or approaches
that lead to success. In this section I
will do my best to outline some of
them.
Remove Distractions to Focusing on Feel This may seem obvious
to any archer but removing the
target, either by taking it down or
by closing one’s eyes) is a necessary step to increasing focus on one’s own body while
shooting. Why is this? It is because the target is the
object of our desires. And not just the target face, but
the center of the target. When an archer is visually
focused on a target’s center and a sight aperture, his
world shrinks substantially. Hearing becomes less
acute, the tactile senses become less acute, his whole
world shrinks for a few seconds to target center and
aperture. This power to focus consciously is what gives
us most of our intellectual powers, but in this case, the
focus is misspent as there is much more going on that
determines whether the arrow being shot lands at that
point of focus.
Archery coaches, especially Olympic-style archer
coaches, often beat the drum of “don’t focus on aiming;
aiming comes naturally.” Unfortunately, this admonition disobeys the coaching dictum of “don’t tell them
what not to do, tell them what to do.” There is no way
of “not doing” something. What is needed is a positive
point of focus other than aiming to reinforce where
one’s focus is needed.
Provide Feedback The reason humans depend on
vision so much is the quality of the feedback. We can
detect extremely tiny changes in visual appearance (but
not perfectly; consider optical illusions). Unfortunately, our proprioceptive systems do not provide such
high quality feedback. My
favorite example was when
Master Coach Bernie Pellerite was trying to teach
me how to shoot a release
aid with back tension. To
provide a point of focus, he
put his thumb between my
shoulder
blades
and
instructed me to “squeeze”
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his thumb. He had to take the bow
out of my hands and get me to
move my shoulder blades in a nonarchery way (an example of removing distractions to feeling) before
replacing the bow and his thumb,
and while at full draw I was
ordered to squeeze his thumb. I
did, the release went off, and I
almost dropped the bow as I was
quite startled (plus half the arrows
fell out of my quiver). Bernie
assured me that I would “get used
to it.” (Thanks, Bernie!)
Eric Schindler, USAA Level
4 Coach, came up with a better
way to provide feedback on back
tension and movement of the shoulder blades. He suggests that students lay on their backs with just a light
drawing practice bow or a stretch band and then “draw
the bow.” The rug or ground (Beware of grass stains!)
rubbing against the shoulders provides feedback as to
their movement.
Bridge the Gaps Sometimes we ask archery students to jump too far. We would be better off giving
them a series of shorter steps in learning some of these
things. A prime example is teaching the finger release.
Coach Kim, H. T. of Korea is the only coach who has
taught me such an approach to teaching the finger
release. Instead of learning it by trial and error, he
starts with having students hang a bow from string
center while it is at their side. The object is to get a
good hook and then to relax the whole arm, except the
muscles near the elbow responsible for keeping the fingers crooked. The coach can then push down on the
riser with, again, the goal of keeping the draw arm
relaxed. The bow can then be brought up in front of
the archer, with the coach holding the bow very close
to the archer’s face. The archer can then take the
string, draw 2-3 inches, find an anchor, and release the
string. (I know it is a dry fire, that’s why I use a 10#
bow for the exercise.) If
the archer is fumbling with
the release, the coach can
hold the bow in one hand
and grasp the archer’s draw
wrist in the other and,
counting 1-2-3, move the
drawing hand back crisply
as the archer releases the
string (see photo left). The
bow can be placed somewhat farther back after a
number of repetitions and
Continued on Page 25
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Forming a
Competing
(Traveling) Team
by Jonathan Miller
The best part about creating a college club is
taking it to the next level and establishing a name for
your school at archery competitions. Making a competing team is truly something to be proud of and even
more exciting since you no longer need to go to tournaments alone or with your parents, you have a team!
A lot of work is needed to create a traveling team;
some schools have advisors for whom this is their only
responsibility while you have to worry about school,
coaching, parties, sleeping, etc. There is a lot of information needed to be covered to get a traveling team up
and running so, to start, we will focus on how to recruit
and gather the best archers.
To build a “traveling team” you need to have many
things in place so you don’t have to jump through
hoops (paperwork, problems with organization, and
coaching) every time you want to add an archer to your
team. Think of setting up your traveling team as you
would for an important business meeting. You reserve
the meeting room, provide water to drink, mote pads,
pencils, and any presentation aids needed so when
your working team arrives,
you can hit the ground
running and get the most work done as quickly as possible. You are the leader of your traveling team, so
make sure everything is done ahead of time, so your
new archers will believe that you run a traveling team
that is organized and well run. The worst thing you can
do when recruiting for your traveling team for both the
people you are recruiting to your college and those
already interested from your club is to keep them from

shooting tournaments and traveling because you are
too busy trying to figure out how to run a traveling
team than actually running it.

“The worst thing you can do
when recruiting for your traveling
team is to keep them from
shooting tournaments and
traveling because you are too
busy trying to figure out how to
run a traveling team than
actually running it.”
Yes, Of Course, There is Paperwork

Let’s start with the paperwork needed. A few forms are
needed both from your school and the USA Archery
College Archery Program
(USAA CAP) offices. This
article is going to address
what paperwork is needed
as of 2009. What forms you will need will vary
depending when you are reading this, so be aware you
might need to send in different information or forms.
You first need to be a club registered with USA
Archery. This form can be found on the
www.uscollegiatearchery.org website under the membership tab. It costs $35.00 for individuals (college
archers) to join the NAA while it costs $90.00 to reg-
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
ister your club with the NAA. What is great is the first
year’s club membership is waived so you can save
money to get the club started. If you have problems
finding the correct paperwork, talk to your local Student Regional Rep for more information. Once your
club has been processed, you will receive a membership
card in the mail signifying your club’s acceptance and
registration.
The next step is paperwork you will need to have on
hand in preparation for when new archers join your
traveling team. Print off USAA individual memberships
applications to give out to archers who are not members
of USAA. Traveling team members must be an USAA
members in order to compete in CAP and USAA competitions. You need to keep a
record of which club members have joined USAA
including their expiration
dates because you will need
this information in the
future.
The next thing you
need is a piece of paper that
will allow you to retrieve
individual students’ grade point averages (GPAs). The
letter should state that “the XYZ Club members below
agree to release their GPA scores to be recorded on this
form.” Make spaces for each member to sign the sheet
for the registrar. So far the paperwork has involved the
members of the team directly, now there is paperwork
needed for you to fill out for the team as a whole. You
need to send a roster to CAP for discounts, a roster to

CAP for years of eligibility, and a form from the registrar to show that your archers are full time students.
Other forms are needed for when you actually start
traveling, but I will be covering that that will be in a
separate article. There is still other paperwork needed,
but that depends on what your school needs and what
the traveling team will be doing. This completes the
paperwork side of the traveling team, now it’s time to
get other things ready for your new traveling team.
. . . and A Plan

Another thing you need to create before your traveling
team walks through the door is a traveling plan and
expense budget. You are basically building a new organization that is tied to the
recreational archery club
through shared personnel
and organization name.
Think of it as if you are
Chevrolet Car Company
and your club is all the cars
Chevrolet sells but the traveling team is the Corvette
line. The traveling team has
its own identity but still needs special consideration
within your organization because it will command significant time and resources from the club. You need to
get organized early on to acquire funds, separate from
those needed to keep the club running, to facilitate the
traveling team. It is a balance you need to figure out
because one aspect of the club cannot survive without

“Plan out all the tournaments you
wish to attend so archers can
see where you are going and
want to join the club so they can
go there, too.”
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the other. Plan how much money will be spent on the
traveling team for overhead charges such as uniforms,
competitive equipment, tools for repairing and servicing, travel costs (transportation costs, motel costs, registration fees, emergency funds. After you figure out
the traveling team costs, then you can account for how
much is needed for the club in general. The traveling
team needs to travel to tournaments near and far so
these expenses, and how you divide them up, is crucial.
Do this early so you can plan accordingly which tournaments to go to and how to pay for them. Plan out all
the tournaments you wish to attend so archers can see
where you are going and want to join the club so they
can go there, too. This will allow you to get more traveling team archers, get more people excited for the
trips you will take, and help you make your trips a success, no matter how well you shoot.
One last thing I want to touch on so you can think
about it before the archers come in is, how will you
coach these new archers who want to be good enough
to compete at, say, indoor nationals? At Purdue, the
student-coach spent three to four hours a day of pri-
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vate coaching for the archers on the traveling team to
get them ready in the fall. Each archer would sign up
for an hour slot during the week and would meet the
coach for instruction. The archers were able to sign up
for two slots a week in order to get the attention they
needed to succeed. Look at your schedule and make
sure you can arrange this kind of time for your club or
find someone who can coach for you. Check with USA
Archery, you may be able to find a coach who will
mentor your competitive archers, or take responsibility
for the beginners. The Alumni Association may be
able to identify someone if you ask them.
This is the beginning of a few articles on just
having a competing team, a major part of college
archery. In the following articles I will address actual
traveling, competitive equipment, coaching a traveling team, and more. If you have any questions with
this article or specific problems, you can contact me
at Jonkmiller984@gmail.com.
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eventually an arrow placed on the bow, to prevent
damage to the bow.
This teaching technique removes distractions, provides some feedback, but most importantly breaks
down the learning process into small steps, steps that
bridge the gap from not knowing how to let the string
go, to having a fairly good finger release.
Practice, Practice, Practice One doesn’t need to be
at the archery range to practice learning how to focus
on how things feel. Just walking to a store or to a class,
you can focus on how your heels feel, or your calves.
(Try it.) While watching TV an archery student can
simultaneously focus on how their backs feel against
the couch. Use your imagination to make up games to
play that involve focusing on how a particular part of
the body feels. An example is that when we get dressed
in the morning we feel our clothes as they nestle up to
our bodies. We tend not to notice them after that
unless they chafe or bother us somehow. So, while you
are sitting there reading this, try to feel your clothes on
your skin.
Don’t expect your focus to lock into one thing and
stay there for any length of time, the power of focus
cannot be spent on just one thing, especially if the
object of the focus is not changing. You will get
“bored” and your focus will shift around naturally. In

“One doesn’t need to be
at the archery range to
practice learning how
to focus on how
things feel.”
the archery shot, we “manage” this by shifting our
focus from one step to the next in our shot sequence
and by keeping the length of any one step to just a few
seconds so we don’t get bored and our focus shift away
from where it is needed.
Conclusion

There are probably aspects of this I do not see (or feel)
just yet, so if this is your area of expertise and you have
something to add, please consider submitting an article to Archery Focus and become part of our growing
family of authors.
When it comes to focusing on the feel of the shot,
don’t just exhort your students to “feel the shot,” provide them with the freedom from distractions, the
feedback, and the “baby steps” to get where you want
them to be.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Kids

&
Archery
What Parents and Coaches Can Do to Help
by Kevin Foss
Ever wondered why your child doesn’t take
the to sport with gleeful exuberance like you did?
Get frustrated because they aren’t serious and won’t
focus on the X-ring enough? Perhaps there is a
greater block between your child and the gold than
bad form.
A few years ago I was coaching a couple of kids
at my local range privately and experienced something extremely troubling. These kids were new to
archery, having only shot 3-4
times in our beginners’ class and
the kids wanted to step up their
game or so I thought. During the
lesson, their dad wanted to sit
and watch, but 20 minutes into
our lesson, his watching turned
into his shouting at his 6 and 8
year old kids to “focus on the target” and “stop messing around.”
Not surprisingly, one more lesson
and I would never hear from
them again. Was it me, or did
something else destroy the kids’
interest in the game?
From soccer, to baseball, and archery, kids will
always be involved in sports. Some of us had great
experiences with our parents when we played youth
sports, but parents can have profound, stifling, and
negative long-term effect on their children’s emotional coping skills, moral development, social skills, and
parental attachment (Harwood & Knight, 2009),

much less their interest in flinging some arrows.
Every parent wants to say “That’s my boy!” or
“That’s my girl!” as they watch their child standing on
the podium with a gold medal around their neck.
Sometimes this dream is built on the satisfaction that
their child achieved skill mastery and attained their
own competitive goals. Parents who have an autonomy orientation can do just that. They regulate their
own behavior by understanding their own interests
and self endorsed values in the
“needs” and “wants” which, when
separated from that of their
child’s, promote positive self
esteem and ego development in
their kids. These parents allow
their children to experience the
game, for better or worse, without feeling any negative reflections on themselves (Harwood &
Knight, 2009). On the flipside,
parents with a control orientation
tend toward directing how others
behave, which can cultivate performance goal pressure (rather
than skill mastery pressure), tension, and less enjoyment in sport by their kids. These are the typically
the stressed out, Type A parents who are so tied up in
their child’s performance that they take a loss or their
child’s misbehavior as a personal failure. Also known
as ego defensiveness, this reaction is three times more
likely the cause of parental anger and aggression on

“During the lesson, their
dad wanted to sit and
watch, but 20 minutes
into our lesson, his
watching turned into his
shouting at his 6 and 8
year old kids to ‘focus on
the target’ and ‘stop
messing around.’”
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the field than any other source. These parents can
breed ego oriented kids as well, resulting in an “othercentered” orientation in the children who will be less
likely to challenge themselves for fear of failure
(Wiese-Bjornstal, LaVoi, & Omli, 2009).
A unique role for parents is that of being a parent-coach. This role has the advantage of instant
bonding between the athlete and coach, as well as an
economical way for a child to get one-on-one observation and guidance. However, overzealous parents,
like those driven by their egos, can compound the
negative effects though their coaching. Aggressive
directions can appear threatening in a child’s eyes, not
to mention extremely embarrassing in front of other
or older peers. Kids often drop out of sports when
their coaches place a too heavy emphasis on competition, punishment, and criticism. Further, “high
parental expectation, excessive pressure, and frequent
criticism” is linked to less enjoyment, less interest, and less belief
in ability, less intrinsic motivation, and greater perceived stress
in the young athletes (WieseBjornstal, LaVoi, & Omli, 2009).
Which are you more likely to
do: something you have to do or
something you want to do? Pretty simple, right. Adults and children thrive in activities which
they enjoy, thereby spending more time and energy
developing mastery simply because they want to do it.
This is a definition of passion (Fredricks, Alfeld, &
Eccles, 2010). Encouraging harmonious passion in
sport, meaning the children feel positive emotions

and abandon themselves to enjoyment and simplicity,
can be done by encouraging your child’s autonomous
personality and perceived value of participation in the
activity. Task value is further defined by interest (Do
they enjoy the activity?), attainment value (Is it personally important to succeed?), utility value (Will this
benefit my future?), and cost (Is it worth the time and
money?). Therefore, research suggests (Fredricks,
Alfeld, & Eccles, 2010) creating a culture where children are motivated by a drive toward skill mastery,
defining success by out-doing one’s self (e.g. achieving personal best scores), and acquiring new skills by
encountering appropriate challenges, and not by
pushing a need to win, or a recognition of expertise,
or forcing the sport upon them.
A parent’s role in sport is manifold, from being a
provider of transportation and equipment, to being
an interpreter of experience and a role model (Harwood & Knight, 2009). Competitive sports often result in
increased stressors on a family’s
finances as well as impacting
time spent with spouses and the
competitor’s siblings. Parents
have to accept and meet the
demand in these areas, as well as
the emotional needs of their
children if they want the total
experience to be one which that
promotes healthy growth in their children. Before,
during, and after a competition, children learn from
their parents appropriate responses to failure, competitive pressure, and coping with competitors (or

“Deep breathing
exercises and muscle
relaxation skills can be
vital to both athletes and
parents experiencing
performance anxiety. ”
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their competitor’s parents!) poor self-management. Teaching having a
positive temperament and
approach can effect a
more positive moral
development and worldview as children see that
challenges can be met and
overcome with tenacity
and patience, that they
can have a positive effect
on the world and those
around them, and a loss is
not the end of the world.
Remember, it’s only a
game. Not medaling in
the state outdoor championships won’t destroy your
child’s chance at college
acceptance, and his or her
goofing off during practice doesn’t mean they
don’t take the sport seriously. What will definitely
create a negative effect is
your over-reaction and
micro-management of something intended to be fun.
Don’t worry, hope is not lost for you or your
child. If you are the sort of person who gets overwhelmed by the pressures of the game, you may want
to practice some simple relaxation skills to prevent an
unwanted outburst. Deep breathing exercises and
muscle relaxation skills can be vital to both athletes

“To be clear, children and adults
need pressure to change and
improve their own skills, but
there is a big difference
between encouraging and
pressuring them”
and parents experiencing performance anxiety. Practice these skills with your young archer to help them
with their psychological approach to their game,
while gaining accountability by working on your own
anxiety management. Parents seeking more intense
anxiety management help may be best served by consulting a professional in anxiety, stress, and socialenvironmental coping strategies.
To stimulate your children’s progress, work with
their coach to identify new age and skill appropriate
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challenges for their practice and competition.
New achievable challenges will remedy their
boredom when they have
mastered their present
skills. To be clear, children and adults need
pressure to change and
improve their own skills,
but there is a big difference between encouraging and pressuring them,
and between a challenge
and assigning a 100 point
increase in their FITA
score. Also, learning new
skills and reinforcing
those they already have
will help reduce their
anxiety (Fredricks, Alfeld,
& Eccles, 2010).
Remember the ego
defensive reaction in control oriented parents?
Research shows no difference between the angry,
aggressive behaviors of control oriented and autonomy oriented parents once ego defensiveness shows up.
So, remember the ownership of success and failure is
not you, the parent, but your child. They will still
credit you when they win the gold medal, if they get
there, so drop your ego as you cross the edge of the
archery range or your children may blame you for
their hatred of the sport (Harwood & Knight, 2009).
Or you can think about it this way—what’s the worst
that’s going to happen if you ease off the overwhelming pressure a little bit? Maybe they won’t make the
bounding gains they made when they first started?
Actually, they never will make as much progress as
they did just starting out. The mountain gets steeper
the higher you climb. Expect some plateaus and slow
improvement at times because their initial skyrocketing scores were due to the fact they were new to sport
and had never shot. Going from 0 to 1100 points in
a FITA round is great in their first year or two of the
sport! But the move from 1100 to 1200 will be a lot
tougher and getting from 1200 to 1300 tougher still.
Your kids can do it if you let them; if you allow them
to have their fun and do their work.
Remember, its only a game.

Continued on the Next Page
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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The Taper Plane
10˝ Taper Tool
by Editors
In need of some barreled or tapered wood shafts?
If you buy them, the price tag is pretty steep. Making
them is always an option and Brian Luke’s series on
making wood arrows (AFm Vol. 12, No. 4 through
Vol. 13, No. 4) provided a number of ways for tapering wood arrow shafts. But if you don’t have a workshop or a garage available (if you live in a condo or
apartment, for example) some of those techniques
aren’t very appropriate. Leafing through a recent
3Rivers Archery catalog, though, provided a solution
to this problem—the Taper Plane 10˝ Taper Tool! This
jig uses a track and a small block plane to put tapers
on your arrows in jig time!
A call to the friendly folks at 3Rivers Archery
had one of these on its way in no time. Since the
arrows were for a bow that weighs in at 35# @ 32˝
(they are for Steve) the shafts will be basically uncut.
The raw shafts bought were both spine and weight
matched (for why see the sidebar) and were 11⁄32˝ Port
Orford Cedar shafts 32˝ long (40-45#, 310-320 gr.).
By barreling these shafts, a lower spine and mass
would be had and 1⁄4˝ points and nocks could be used
to save additional mass. These arrows are for tournaments shot at distance.

rail contains two guides, both of which are adjustable.
At the end is a receiver for the taper at the end of the
shaft. Since our points were parallel, there was no
need for a point taper at one end and since the receiver is for a nock taper, it is best to put nock tapers on
both ends for barreling purposes. If you intend to use
tapered points, you can put a point taper on after the
shaft tapering process. In this case, the nock taper
worked fine for the points being used.
The taper receiver in the jig can be adjusted up
and down. It has an Allen screw stop in the side of
the jig and an adjusting Allen screw in the bottom
which moves it up and down. If you move it up, you
get a smaller end diameter and if down, a larger end
diameter. It comes adjusted for 5⁄16˝ shafts. The other
guide is a Vee Block which is adjusted up and down
and locked into place in the same manner. All four

Setting Up the Taper Plane Jig

The block plane’s knife is ground in from the sides so
as not to catch the rails of the guide and is set at the
height recommended by the instructions (if set too
low in the plane, you will need too many strokes and
if too high, it will gouge the wood causing chatter
marks instead of making clean cuts). The rails are
first lubricated and the plane rubbed on the rails
about 100 strokes to “seat” it properly. The lube is
then wiped off to avoid it getting on your shafts. The
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We decided to weigh everything as we went. The small rubber band on
the scale pan prevents the round shafts from rolling off without taking up
much of the capacity of the scale.
Archery Focus

All you need is a something to clamp the jig in place that you can work around. The nock taper receiver is the black piece at the far end of the
aluminum channel, the Vee Block is at the near end.

adjusting screws take the same Allen wrench (other
manufacturers please take note!). Moving the Vee
Block up makes a longer taper, moving it down makes
a shorter taper. It is a good idea to use some “expendable” shafts to get the jig set up just as you’d like and
to get some practice.
Using the Taper Plane Jig

The instructions recommend that minimal pressure
on the plane be used and this is good advice because
as you turn the shaft you are planing “edges” in two
sides and “faces” in two others. The grain of the wood
is parallel to two sides and perpendicular to the other
two. The sides that the grain is noticeable would be
considered the edges (if the shaft were square) and
the sides where you could see minimal grain would be
considered the faces. Planing edges is easier than
planing faces; the plane doesn’t tend to gouge on the
edges, but it does on the faces. So, “easy does it” is
sound practice when planing a round shaft. Even so,
we got occasional “chatter” marks when we got car-
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ried away.
To begin one of the tapers is inserted into the end
guide and the shaft set on the Vee Block. Then there
is an adjustable tail stop (using the same size Allen
screw!) which is adjusted so it is slightly off from the
other end of the shaft (the thickness of a playing card
is recommended). This prevents the shaft from sliding back on the back stokes. (If the shaft were slightly bowed and the tail stop were placed right on the
end of the shaft, when the shaft were rotated, it could
come up off of the Vee Block guide and you would
get a lop-sided taper, hence the small gap.) So, with
light pressure, the strokes begin. As with any plane,
you want to see long curls of wood being cut. As a flat
is cut on the shaft, the shaft is then rotated to a new
position and more wood is removed. We tried cutting
flats 90° apart, then the “lands” in between as one
technique and then just rotated a little bit as we went
as another. The results were indistinguishable.
In short order we had 10˝ tapers on both ends of
Continued on Page 34
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Get Mass and Spine
Matched Shafts

Here you can see the nock taper receiver with it’s locking screw on the side
of the jig (adjusting screw underneath). Also you can see the plane iron has
been ground away so that it doesn’t rub on the sides of the guide channel.

What you are looking for are long thin shavings (above) which quickly
result in finished shafts (below).

In looking for the starting materials for this
review, the first place we checked was the
Archery Focus storeroom (Steve’s closet). We
found two sets of spine matched raw shafts that
seemed like likely candidates for barreling. At
least they did until we weighed them. The first
set was 11/32˝ POC, 40-45# spine. The masses
are listed as “Set 1” below. The heaviest, looks
more like Douglas fir than POC, so we suspect
that it is a cuckoo. If you discard that one, the
range of masses from heaviest to lightest is still
40 grains. The other set of shafts were 5/16˝
POC, 40-45# spine. Their masses are listed as
“Set 2” below. The range of masses is almost 60
gr.! If you throw out the high and the low, you
get a range of 30 grains, which seems more typical. On the other hand, the spine and weight
matched shafts we bought for the review were
listed at 310-320 grains. (If you look at the data
carefully, you will find a wider range than that,
but these shafts were stored in the open air
through at least two Chicago winters during
which the relative humidity gets really low, so
we can’t criticize the supplier for what might be
humidity losses.
We now understand why it is that serious
traditional archers buy shafts in lots of 100 and
then weight and spine match them into relatively tight groups. You can weight match arrows by
removing some mass with sanding or by adding
extra mass in the form of clear lacquer coats, but
you don’t want to be sanding much as it affects
spine and coats of lacquer don’t weigh much, so
you don’t want to have to make up a large gap in
mass. Better to start with shafts closely matched
in both spine and mass.
Set 1 Masses (in grains)
⁄32 POC 40-45# spined shafts
282.0, 282.4, 290.8, 290.8, 293.0, 313.8, 342.0,
344.0, 347.2, 385.8, 421.0, 478.4*
* looks more like Douglas fir than POC.
11

Set 2 Masses (in grains)
⁄16 POC 40-45# spined shafts
245.4, 261.2, 265.6, 278.4, 287.0, 288.2, 290.0,
290.4, 290.6, 291.4, 293.2, 304.2
5
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For those of you who didn’t believe this could be done in an apartment here is the Taper Plane Tool being used in our dining room. The rug was placed
to protect the floor and catch the shavings. It vacuumed up easily when we were done.
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Arrow Mass and Spine Data

No.

Mass

Trad
Spine

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

304.0
308.6
312.2
308.0
311.0
305.6
309.2
304.4
304.4
309.2
311.2
307.2
311.6
306.8
311.8

0.522
0.547
0.531
0.512
0.516
0.550
0.534
0.577
0.567
0.549
0.576
0.526
0.540
0.550
0.531

Trad
Mass Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass w/ Mass
Spine
After Lost to Lost to Lost to
Tapers Barreled Barreled Sanding Tapers Barreling Sanding
301.0
303.2
302.0
297.4
304.2
299.2
303.2
297.6
297.6
302.2
304.4
300.2
304.8
300.2
306.0

248.8
239.4
236.4
241.6
246.2

0.646
0.628
0.669
0.646
0.620

244.6
236.8
233.8
239.6
243.8

253.2

0.620

250.4

253.0

0.610

249.0

3.0
5.4
10.2
10.6
6.8
6.4
6.0
6.8
6.8
7.0
6.8
7.0
6.8
6.6
5.8

Averages 6.8

a shaft and in less than 15 minutes we had seven
shafts done. This was quick and easy. The directions
recommend finishing with 000 steel wool; we used
fine sandpaper.
The Results

We started with fifteen shafts and barreled half of
them. (We will compare them in a later article.) We
checked the weights of the bare shafts, after nock
tapers were made, after barreling, and after finish
sanding. We checked the spines before and after barreling. The spines aren’t traditional spines as our
spine tester is not fully set up for traditional spine
testing yet. Traditional spine testing is done on 26˝
centers with a 2.00# weight while modern spine testing is done on 28˝ centers with an 880 g weight
(1.96#). These spines were measured with the modern settings and then were converted to traditional
spines by mathematical formula.
The average mass lost to making the tapers was
6.8 gr, the mass lost to tapering 56.2 gr, and to sanding 2.8 gr. The percent of spine lost was about the
same as the weight lost. Typically the spine loss is relatively less than the mass loss. This contrary result
may be an artifact of using the modern spine tester
settings as the props were only two inches in from
each shafts end (instead of three inches for the traditional settings) and consequently at a spot quite a bit
tapered. The mathematical formula may not take the
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Spine Percent
Lost to Mass
Barrelling Lost

Percent
Spine
Lost

53.2
58.0
67.8
57.6
57.0

4.2
2.6
2.6
2.0
2.4

0.114
0.117
0.154
0.097
0.087

17.6
19.5
22.3
19.3
18.8

21.5
22.8
29.8
17.6
16.2

47.0

2.8

0.094

15.7

18.0

0.080

17.3

15.0

18.6

20.1

53.0
56.2

2.8

barreling into account and hence, the spines may be
artificially low for the tapered shafts. Generally barreling is advantageous in that it reduces the mass of
the shaft (and gives more cast thereby) without a proportionate loss in spine.
In this case, the spines are quite acceptable to the
task as these shafts will acquire 60 gr. points and 1.52˝ feathers and should fly well during York rounds.
Conclusion

The Taper Plane 10˝ Taper Tool works quite as
advertised and is an option even for archers who live in
condos or apartments. The small rug placed under the
jig caught all of the shavings which were vacuumed up
in short order resulting in no complaints from the lady
of the house. Give 3Rivers Archery a call
(www.3riversarchery.com, 866.732.8783) for availability and current pricing. Tell them Archery Focus sent
you!
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The
Bow Coach
by Brock Ratcliff
At last, the long winter had come to an end.
It was an early March morning, the first 3-D shoot
of the year for an aspiring young archer. His anticipation of the day’s events had caused him to sleep little the night before. Each time he closed his eyes, he
saw various foam animals with his arrow buried
neatly in the 11 ring. Although tired, he arrived a full
hour before his friends to throw a few arrows at the
practice range. The rattle of his arrows was like the
welcoming sound of spring robins. Life simply could
not be better. He confidently stepped to the line and
drew an arrow from his quiver and mounted it to his
shiny, new, prized bow. He’d taken every pain to
insure the bow was tuned to perfection, punched tiny
holes in paper, and reached optimal arrow speed. He
aimed at the two inch black dot intensely. The first
arrow launched forward and slammed into the bag
target with a “whack.”
Two inches to the left,
“Hmm, must just be
excited,” he thought.
Confidence still beaming,
he shot the second. Four
inches high and right.
The results were the same
for the next five shots:
scattered
arrows
all
around the mark. Another
archer down the line
yelled “Clear!” and the
group moved to their
respective targets to
retrieve their arrows. On
his way back to the line, he tried to go over in his
mind what he was doing wrong. Something about
each shot had just not felt right, but he didn’t know
what it was.
After two more ends similar to the first, he
enlisted the help of another experienced archer. The
man agreed to watch him, to see if he could see any
obvious flaws in form or gear. The man was unfamiliar with his form and was unable to recognize from
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simple observation what was causing the errant
arrow flight. Frustration continued to build as the
young archer tried to find why it was that he was
completely unable to hit the mark or even to get
good arrow flight. “How is it that I have shot so well
in my yard for a month and can’t hit a thing here?”
he wondered. He had arranged to shoot with two
friends. When they arrived, the group headed out on
the course. It was the longest day on the range he
could recall. His shots went left, right, high and low.
Seemingly, there was neither rhyme nor reason for
his inaccuracy. He left the course dejected vowing to
retune his bow as soon as he arrived home.
Once home, the archer dug out his tuning gear.
The first three shots through paper were perfect, as
were the following three. There was nothing wrong
with his set-up. The problem lay solely with him, yet
neither the helpful man at
the practice range, nor his
friends had been able to
identify what it was that
he was doing wrong. To
them, it appeared he was
simply missing. To him, it
felt as though he had
never shot a bow.
This scenario has
played out countless
times for archers. It is an
all too common problem.
It rears it’s ugly head at
the worst possible time,
usually when an archer
wishes to shoot especially well, either on the range
or worse yet, in the pursuit of game. When it happens on the range, it is embarrassing. In the field,
it will yield more dire results. Had the archer had a
skilled, paid professional coach standing over his
shoulder, watching his every move, the problem
may have been diagnosed and cured relatively
quickly. Unfortunately, as in all things, a profesContinued on the Next Page
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the shot. Movement is
sional coach is rarely
displayed by a line of
available to save the day.
small lights. Optimally, a
The archer in the
solid line will be disabove scenario had simply
played. However, a small
changed something, or a
amount of movement may
number of things in his
be indicated by some
shot sequence. This is the
archers. That is not necesonly explanation for his
sarily bad, as long as the
erratic shooting. After
movement shown is the
arriving home, he checked
same on every shot. It
the tune of his bow to find
allows archers to view
it had not changed. No
their level of consistency
string stretch, nothing out
from shot to shot by simof time. The fault was his
ply taking a glance at the
alone, yet he was unable
display.
to tell what it was that he
Such
information,
had changed or done difThe Bow Coach attaches to your bow using the same screw holes as your
when
interpreted
properferently. He had lost his
sight does.
ly, is invaluable. For examconsistency, and that, is
ple, when a right-handed shooter “falls out” of a shot,
the key to accuracy in archery.
Consistency is the main ingredient in accuracy. It the arrow will typically fall to the right and low of the
matters little whether an archer has a unique form or intended point of impact. When the shooter demonstandard form. We are all individuals and do things strates this flaw in form, the upper limb of his/her
different from one another. However, if an archer bow typically tips to the right and forward. The Bow
does the same thing over and over, he will shoot Coach’s display will therefore show that the top limb
accurately. If a person shoots with his bow canted to of the bow moved both forward and tipped to the
one side, it will not effect his accuracy adversely if he right during the short time from full draw to brace.
cants the bow to the same degree on every shot. Knowing what movement occurred during the shot,
Repeatable performance is what defines accurate archers can easily identify what, if any, errors were
shooting: shooting each arrow the same way each made.
As there are archers with varying degrees of skill,
and every time.
ATSI, makers of the Buckeye Cam, a wireless the Bow Coach has three levels of sensitivity: Beginscouting camera, has developed a unique gadget to ner, Intermediate, and Pro. The sensitivity increases
show archers the path to consistency. Essentially, with each setting. A beginning archer should start
their engineers developed what they are calling the with the lowest sensitivity level and work up as his
skill increases, etc.
Bow Coach, to do exactly that—
Although new to the market,
coach! It measures movement of
the Bow Coach has already
the bow from the time the string
impacted
many
early-bird
is released, until it rests at brace.
adopters
positively. Shane
The movement of the bow at this
Adkins states, “The majority of
time is most critical, as the arrow
my practice sessions are done
is still attached to the string and
alone. The Bow Coach acts as a
any bow movement adversely
set of eyes, there to provide valueffects arrow flight and accuracy.
able feedback on what I need to
The Bow Coach mounts to existdo to get the tight groups I look
ing sight window holes with two
for.” Hunting and archery video
screws. It takes only a minute to
producer Dale Olbon claims,
attach, and adds little weight to
the bow. There is a simple, light“The Bow Coach showed me
ed and easily read display on the
flaws I never knew were there.
Bow Coach. It is powered with
Even when you don’t think there
just three AAA batteries. After the shot is released, is room for improvement, the Bow Coach shows there
the archer simply looks at the display to see what sort in fact is.”
of movement he imparted to his equipment during
Some of today’s top archery instructors view the

“After the shot is
released, the archer
simply looks at the
display to see what sort
of movement he imparted
to his equipment during
the shot. Movement is
displayed by a line of
small lights.”
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Bow Coach as a valuable asset. Even the best of
instructors cannot be available to their students at all
times. In addition to personal instruction, archery
teachers may wish their students to use the Bow
Coach in their out-of-school shooting, to positively
enforce what they have learned. Noted archery
expert and coach Larry Wise recently stated at the
Ohio Deer and Turkey show, “The Bow Coach indicates torque and trains you to eliminate it.”
The Bow Coach gives modern archers the advantage of knowing why they are shooting well, or not
so well, on a given day. It’s simple design makes it
unobtrusive to the eye, and barely noticeable by feel.
Yet, it is an invaluable advantage to archers seeking
peak accuracy. The Bow Coach gives archers an
opportunity to see what a good shot looks like, and
feedback as they try to mimic it repeatedly, thus
increasing consistency. Additionally, a poor shot is
no longer simply a frustrating “What was that?
moment” as it is indicated clearly to the shooter
instantly. It shows you what is done correctly, and
what is not. It is the ultimate, always present coach.
And after all, we could all use a little more coaching.
The Bow Coach is an American-made product
that will prove itself worth it’s weight in gold to serious archers. I personally view it as a money and bow
saving tool. When I have an exceptionally bad day on
the range, I intend to simply read the display on my
Bow Coach to see my error versus throwing my bow
into a brush pile out of frustration. Not only will my
stress level be lowered, but my budget-watching wife

should be much easier to get along with.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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